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To Whom it may concern,
I am told Emergent Solar Energy is pursuing the opportunity to install solar panel projects for your farm
clients. It is with pleasure that I share the following comments and key points about the way they
handled my project.
From the first time I was first referred to Jeremy up to and including current dialogue about production,
I believe that he is truly interested in me and how I can maximize the investment I put into my project.
Before the project started Emergent Solar Energy helped me in determining my ideal project size,
securing a USDA grant & information on maximizing deductions and incentives on my taxes.
During the physical part of constructing the project, Jeremy was on-site and gave me daily updates on
progress and regularly asked for feedback. He listened to any concern I had for final placement of
panels, underground supply lines, and overall aesthetics of the finished project. I take pride in how my
farm property looks and Jeremy and his crew went above and beyond to ensure that the finished
product is something that I am proud to show off to anyone wanting a closer look.
Now that my array is up and running, Jeremy has continued to prove his desire to see me happy with my
investment. I can give two relevant examples: While getting too close with a mower, one of the panels
was bumped & broken. After a quick phone call, Jeremy got the ball rolling, and I was repaired and back
in business within hours. Another example of Jeremy’s commitment to long term excellence is the text I
received that stated a row of panels was not producing what they should compared to their neighboring
panels not far away, per his online monitoring abilities. I went to check on the panels and see that a
tractor had been left in front of it, casting a shadow and compromising solar production.
For the reasons listed above and more I would be happy to provide, I would highly recommend
Emergent Solar Energy to any business or organization. Jeremy has provided the resources and expertise
to get me from thinking about solar as a good idea to investing in getting myself and my farm to a point
of near energy independence while pursing our farms sustainability goals.
Sincerely,
Will Harlow
Harlow Farms
Owner/Operator

